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Deus ex goty augmentation guide

Page 2Posted byu / [deleted]5 years ago 22 comments: Augmentations, Deus Ex, Deus Ex cut content Edit Comments Share Augmentation interface shows the augmentation slots and a possible set of augmentations for these slots. In Deus Ex, protagonist JC Denton can get various nanotechnology enhancements that increase his capabilities.
Overview[edit | editing source] JC Denton begins with three pre-installed augmentations and install additional augmentations of slots in different parts of his body. There is a slot for all arms, legs, skull, and eyes, two subcutaneous openings, and three trunk slots. Additional augmentations are installed in augmentation cans. Each augmentation tank contains
two augmentation options, from which the player must choose. This election is permanent. Once an augmentation is installed, it cannot be removed or changed from a different one. The installation of augmentation consumes the augmentation vessel. In the case of augmentations in subdermal or trunk edibles, both options are possible from one tank type,
provided that two copies of the tank are found. The table below shows the number of slots for each body part, the compatible tanks for the slot, and the missions that contain copies of a particular type of tank. For some containers, there are not more than three specimens. Installed augmentations can be expanded by means of augmentation refreshment
tanks. All augmentations, except pre-installed wells and synthetic hearts, are on four tech levels. Each augmentation upgrade canister upgrades the tech level of a particular augmentation by 1. The effects of augmentations are summarised below. The values in parentheses indicate values from technology 1 to 4. Pre-installed[edit | edit source] Infolink Allows
JC Denton to communicate remotely with other characters during story dialogues. This expansion is always active and does not have update capacity. IFF Color encodes the targeted reticle (crosshair), indicating whether the target is allied (green), enemy (red), or neutral (white). This expansion is always active and does not have update capacity. Light: A
light that can be used to illuminate dark areas. This expansion does not have update capacity. Arms[edit | edit source] Combat Strength Increases the damage of hand-to-hand weapons [25%, 50%, 75%, 100%]. For the purposes of this augmentation, small arms include all low-tech skill weapons (except riot prod and pepper guns) and include all demolition
skill weapons. Microfibral Muscle Maximum lift has increased the default value from 50 to [100, 150, 200, 300], allowing the user to push or lift heavy objects like large metal crates. | edit source] Speed Enhancement Increases speed and jump height [20%, 40%, 60%, 80%]. Reduces fall damage [15, 30, 45, 60]. Silent Runs reduces all step noise to [75%,
50%, 25%, 0%). Subdermal[edit | edit source] Canister 1[edit | edit | edit edit Ballistic protection provides [20%, 35%, 50%, 65%] resistance to shot and AutoShot damage. EMP Shield provides [25%, 50%, 75%, 100%] resistance to EMP damage. Canister 2[edit | editing source] Cloak makes the user invisible to humanoids and creatures. It consumes
bioenergy [300, 249, 198, 150] units per minute. Radar transparency makes the user invisible to robots, security cameras, and turrets. It consumes bioenergy [300, 249, 198, 150] units per minute. Torso[edit | editing source] Canister 1[edit | editing source] Aqualung Increases the underwater oxygen duration of the base duration to 20 seconds [30, 60, 120,
240] seconds. Environmental resistance provides [25%, 50%, 75%, 90%] resistance to poison, poison effect, poison gas, tear gas, halon gas, and radiation damage. Canister 2[edit | edit source] RegenerateRegenerates [5, 15, 25, 40] health points per second. Energy Shield provides [20%, 40%, 60%, 80%] resistance to exploded, blazed, burned, and
shocked damage. Canister 3[edit | edit source] Power Recirculator Reduces bioenergy consumption by all active augmentations [10%, 20%, 40%, 60%]. Synthetic heart, when synthetic heart is activated, the level of all other augmentation temporarily increased to 1. This augmentation has no effect on existing augmentations in technology 4. This expansion
does not have update capacity. Skull[edit | editing source] Aggressive defense system captures and destroys missiles, plasma screws, fireballs, grenades, and other projectiles that come [10, 20, 30, 50] feet from the user. Spy Drone Creates a user-controlled drone that discharges an EMP explosion. Eyes[edit | edit source] Vision Enhancement Provides
night vision (tech 1), infravision (tech 2), close-range sonar imaging (tech 3) and long-range sonar imaging (tech 4). Targeting: Creates a new HUD element that displays goal information. Each additional layer provides additional information. Each level extends the corresponding weapon skill to an amount that is equivalent to 10% of the weapon skill master
level bonus. Therefore, targeting is [+10%, +20%, +30%, +40%] bonus weapon damage, [+2.5%, +5%, +7.5%, +10%] bonus weapon accuracy, [-0.1, -0.2, -0.3, -0.4] bonus recoil reduction, and bonuses for all other stats involved in weapon skill, including reload time reduction. Cut[edit | edit source] In an earlier version, the jump increase was separate from
the speed increase, the latter probably did not exist at the time. They were merged in the final version. check the jump increase and reduce the fall if there is this // hop boost no longer exists - use Speed instaed - DeusExPlayer, Landed() Augmentations Deus Ex Deus Ex cut content available under social content CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise indicated.
Following augmentations Experimental augmentations Prev augmentations Important The following section contains a summary of the proposed augmentations, which would be good as soon as possible. The list of recommended augmentations can be divided into three categories: implants that focus on mobility and discovery, allowing the protagonist to
reach generally infallible locations and unlocking alternative course of some missions, implants that increase stealth capabilities, and finally implants useful in direct combat. The Praxis points we earn should be invested primarily in our preferred style of play (peaceful or aggressive). However, some of these must also be allocated to research-focused
expansions, so we do not have to look for detours or use our stock when encountering, for example, a more protected terminal or an area filled with toxic gas. Note - Experimental augmentations are only included to a limited extent in the comparisons below, as their early use is very disruptive due to their increased energy use and the deactivation of many
standard augmentations to stabilise the system (therefore, not to buy much). You can use them in normal quality only further in the game (second visit to Prague) if you complete the side mission the Fix. Tips on how best to take advantage of experimental augmentations can be found on the next page of this chapter. Best augmentations for mission
completion and discovery: Social Enhancer - This implant is used in conversations with NPCs. It is not necessary to achieve the best results of any conversation, because you can even choose the same dialog options if you are playing a character without this augmentation. However, they dispense with a few exceptions; there are situations where this
implant is activated automatically and allows you to change the course of the conversation or get additional benefits through persuasion or interruption. Try to unlock this augmentation early if you want to get as much as you can out of any important conversation. Hacking: Capture – Augmentations in this family are useful regardless of your choice of game
style, because you might want to access secret rooms or safes even if you prefer loud solutions. By default, Jensen can hack into level 1 security-protected systems, but it would be nice to quickly buy updates that allow him to hack at least levels 2 and 3. This allows you to achieve the most valuable achievements from the beginning of the game and allows
you to save your multi-devices by cracking more complex security measures. Hacking: Stealth - Augmentations in this category are very useful when you break into devices protected by security level 2 and higher. A higher level of security requires Jensen to perform multiple operations in a single mini-game, and the default high risk of detection can thwart
his plans at an early stage. Resolve the first augmentation in this group as quickly as you can. Unlock the rest if you accumulate some Practice points. Remote Hacking - Before you move to the Hacking Stealth update, you should first consider buying the remote hacker. This allows buildings to be closed through curtains to pull out hidden roofs, through
which you can climb to higher floors to unlock ladders on billboards. In other situations, it only works temporarily. For example, turning off cameras or laser detectors allows you to safely hide or pass through an inaccessible area without detecting it. Smart Vision - By default, this expansion is used to find enemies, but it can also help you find interactive
objects in your environment, such as ventilation shafts or mine covers. Try to buy the Magpie extension for the upgrade. Once activated, all collectible items will be highlighted. This significantly helps to clean up the locations of valuables under consideration. Implanted rebreather - This augmentation allows Jensen to operate in areas filled with toxic gas
smoke. These areas meet mainly in sewers and other less frequented places. Being able to go through such sites very often opens alternative avenues for the mission's purpose. Important - In almost all areas of toxic gas there is a pipe that turns off. If you can get to a valve like this quickly, you'll remove the threat before Jensen loses all the hit points. This
is a good method if you don't have a lot of energy or if you haven't purchased the right update yet. Punch Through Wall – This is one of the augmentations belonging to the cybernetic arm prosthetic family. The protagonist can only tear down a few walls, but there are enough of them in the game to make this improvement more than worth the price. By
breaking down the wall, you can usually open another route to your destination. Important - Breaking walls makes noise, similar to when shooting a gun or causing an explosion (explosives can also be used to break walls if there is enough ammunition). Because of this, you need to make sure that there are no people nearby who could be scared by such
action. Optimized musculature – Yet another improvement in the cybernetic arm prosthesis category. Heavy lifting, despite appearances, is used not in combat, but during exploration. Behind many vending machines and large crates there are hidden entrances to ventilation shafts or weakened walls. In addition, you can place large objects in places from
which you can climb them and reach the higher ledge by jumping. Icarus Landing - This augmentation significantly reduces the risk of death or serious injury from a fall. However, in some situations, it can also be useful if you want to choose an alternative route to the destination, such as jumping into an elevator shaft or jumping from the top of a building.
Electromagnetic pulse shielding - This is one of the improvements of the Rhino Dermal Armor group; protect the protagonist from electricity-based effects and damage. In many places where you can explore, you can run into areas with spontaneous electrical discharges and You can cross them without risking a quick death. Unfortunately, in order to unlock
this expansion you will first have to buy some other improvements from this group, still, it is a good investment. Important - before you buy this update, try to find the power supply switches. Maybe you can reach them before Jensen dies from an electric shock, or you can buy a bridge from large items found nearby (such as crates). Klipspringer Jump Mod -
This update comes from the cybernetic foot prosthesis category. This allows Jensen to jump higher and is very useful if you want to reach higher curbs but can't use a ladder or find objects to climb. In many cases, you won't be able to access certain locations without the upgrade, which means it's mandatory for an explorer. Before you buy it, you can try the
towers from the objects to reach the higher areas. Best augmentations for stealth-centric playstyle: Camera Domination and Reret Domination - After these augmentations help break in tightly guarded locations, significantly reducing the risk of accidental discovery. Keep in mind, however, that you must first get to a computer or hub that controls security
systems. You can forget about Robot Domination augmentation now because it is used (and rarely) only later in the game. Smart Vision or Wayfinder Radar System – After improvements from these families (such as wall-perky Imager and Retinal HUD) you can locate your enemies faster, better track their movements and avoid appearing in the field of view.
Glass Shield Camouflage – Camouflage is one of the most useful augmentations when sneaking in. Try to unlock early on both basic augmentation as well as improved versions that are characterized by reduced power consumption. This allows you to hide your presence not only for very short moments, but also if you need to hide it for a longer period of
time (e.g. when sneaking through a large room). Foot silencers - This augmentation falls into the category of cybernetic foot prosthesis. This significantly helps to avoid detection, allowing you to not only walk and run quietly, but also quietly land when jumping off the high ledge. Stealth game without this augmentation is possible, but it forces you to constantly
look out for the noise you make, otherwise you can easily attract the enemy's attention. Security Domination - updating remote hacking. This allows you to turn off drones, robots, turrets, cameras and laser sights from anywhere (even if you can't see the object of interest directly, just the improved view). However, you should watch - it only works temporarily
(usually about 30 seconds), so before use you need to prepare a plan. Best augmentations for aggressive style of playSentinel RX Health System - All in this category, it contributes to improving the overall health of the hero. It may be that interested in improvements that permanently extend the character's health bar, because the bar itself can be quickly
regenerated using items from the set. Carry Capacity – Increasing capacity in your inventory will help you carry large numbers of weapons such as rifles, rocket launchers and grenade launchers. The default capacity is quite insufficient and would be limited to up to two weapons with more firepower. Cybernetic weapon management - The group's
improvements improve Jensen's capabilities when it comes to firearms management. Consider unlocking primarily those improvements that make it easier to target and reduce weapon spread when firing full auto. Typhoon Explosive System – This is one of the best offensive augmentations that can be used to neutralize groups of enemies and win some
boss fights. It's worth noting that rockets that fires can act on targets rather than kill them, but the decision to have the missiles kill or stun can't be changed later in the game. Rhino Dermal Armor - This group of defensive augmentations allows you to reduce the physical damage Jensen receives. Get at least the basic accessory as fast as you can, especially
if you have selected one of the higher difficulty levels where Jensen can die very quickly if the enemy delivers a successful attack. Next augmentations experimental augmentations Prev augmentations Important Information Page 2 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App The Future is here. The Deus Ex: Mankind Divided game
guide provides a complete guide to all primary and optional missions, as well as detailed maps of the game's main areas. It also lists collections and includes character development tips. Deus Ex: Mankind Divided's unofficial guide contains a series of information needed to complete and explore its entire content. The first pages of the guide refer to the most
important elements of gameplay, focusing on elements that have changed from the human revolution, include a comparison of available augmentations, along with suggestions on the order in which they were obtained, and information on how to unlock the results. The guide focuses mainly on the overall scenario of the game. This chapter contains a very
detailed description of all main and side missions. The mission descriptions include different ways to reach the right areas and different decisions and their consequences. The scenario includes high-quality maps of all major and secondary sites. Subsequent maps include markers of important mission locations or places with valuable items, among other
things. The last pages of this guide are different comparisons, including merchants or books containing kondían. Deus Ex: Humanity divided into a direct continuation of the 2011 game Deus Ex: Human Revolution. The plot of the new installment will be placed 2029 and again starring Adam Adam who needs to solve a global intrigue while visiting futuristic
cities (e.g. Prague). The new game, the pattern of its predecessors, combines elements of an action game and RPG genre, emphasizing the freedom of exploration and selecting its own approach to the game. Jacek Stranger Fish &amp; Patrick Yxu Homa (www.gamepressure.com) Following Tips Various Tips Author: Jacek Stranger Fish &amp; Patrick yxu
Homa gamepressure.com last updated : October 20, 2016 Guide includes: 73 pages, 520 images, 25 maps and annotationed illustrations. Use the comments below to send your updates and fixes to this guide. Deus Ex: Mankind's Split RPG DOWNLOAD GUIDE Get e-book version of this guide: JOIN THE UPDATES Join the game community Facebook
Youtube Guides Twitter You are not allowed to copy any images, text or information from this site. This site is not associated with and/or endorsed by Square-Enix/Eidos or Eidos Montreal. All logos and images are copyrighted by their respective owners. Copyright © 2000 - 2021 GRY-Online S.A. gamepressure.com, unofficial game guides, scenarios,
secrets, game tips, maps &amp; strategies for top games. Games.
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